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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we proposed a statistical prosody model with 
hierarchical structure for Mandarin Text-to-Speech (TTS) system. 
There are four levels in our model: syllable level, word level, breath 
group (prosodic phrase) level, and utterance level. Here 
“hierarchy” means that each lower level is a subset of a higher 
level. The prosodic information is first found in each level, and then 
they are combined to get the predicted prosody. Since there are 
only a few parameters in each level, the size of our training corpus 
need not be very large. Thus the data sparsity problem, which is 
often encountered in using some other models, such as neural nets 
or CART (Classification and Regression Tree), can be relie ved. 
Besides, smaller training corpus size can also save the training time 
and disk space. In each level, we calculate the means of syllables 
with the same condition. Finally, we combine the results of each 
level in our model. Our prosody generator can predict the syllable 
duration, pause, energy and pitch contour. The experimental results 
show that the predicted prosodic values and their original values 
match very well. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A Text-to-Speech (TTS) system is composed of three parts, 
namely text analysis, prosody generation, and speech synthesis. 
This paper deals with the prosody generation problem. The goal of 
prosody generator is to mimic the rhythm, which includes syllable 
duration, pause, energy, and pitch contour produced by people. The 
prediction accuracy of prosody generator will affect intelligibility 
and naturalness of the synthesized speech. In general, the rule -
based approach and data-driven approach are two major methods 
to generate prosodic information. Also some systems used the 
hybrid method -- the Bell Laboratories Mandarin TTS system for 
example [Shih and Sproat 1996]. In the Bell Laboratories Mandarin 
TTS system, the syllable duration model used the data-driven 
approach, and the intonation model used the rule -based approach. 
Besides, Wu and Chen (2001) had proposed a word-prosody 
template tree method for a Mandarin TTS system.  

In rule-based models [Klatt 1987; Lee et al. 1989; Lee et al. 
1993], we need linguistic experts to write rules. It was a boring and 
labor-intensive task. Besides, it is difficult to create enough rules, 
which cover all of the cases in a language. The data-driven 
approaches can automatically learn the relationship between input 
texts and labeled speech corpora, so it does not need a lot of 
linguistic knowledge. Neural nets [Scordilis and Gowdy 1989; 
Sagisaka 1990; Chen et al. 1998], CART (Classification and 

Regression Tree) [Breiman et al. 1984], and statistical models 
[Chen et al. 1992; Chou et al. 1996; Pan et al. 2000] are common 
methods in the data-driven approach.  

In this paper we proposed a statistical prosody model with 
hierarchical structure for Mandarin TTS systems. The block 
diagram of our model is show in Fig. 1. There are four levels in our 
model: syllable level, word level, breath group (prosodic phrase) 
level, and utterance level. Here “hierarchy” means that each lower 
level is a subset of a higher level. The prosodic information is first 
found in each level, and then they are combined to get the 
predicted prosody. Since there are only a few parameters in each 
level, the size of our training corpus need not be very large. Thus 
the data sparsity problem, which is often encountered in using 
some other models, such as neural nets or CART [Shih and Sproat 
1996], can be relieved. The preparation of a corpus often needs 
lots of human work. The speech data must be correctly segmented 
and marked. These information can only be obtained semi-
automatically up to now. Human checking is required to get precise 
information. Besides, smaller training corpus size can also save the 
training time and disk space. In each level, we calculate the means 
of syllables with the same condition. Finally, we combine the 
results of each level in our model. Our prosody generator can 
predict the syllable duration, pause, energy and pitch contour. 

2. DURATION PREDICTION MODULE 

In syllable duration, pause, and energy prediction modules, we 
adopt the relative ratios instead of absolute values. Since not all 
speech data were recorded in a time, there may be some variations 
in the speaking rate and intensity. The duration ratio of syllable iS  
in an utterance is defined as: 
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where )(Sduration is the absolute duration value of the 
corresponding syllable (unit: millisecond; ms), and n is the number 
of syllables in the utterance which the syllable iS  belongs to. 

There are four levels in our prosody model, the linguistic 
features that we use in each level are as follows: 
Syllable level: consonant type, vowel type, and tone type; 
Word level: word length and the position of the character in the 
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word; 
Breath group (Prosodic phrase) level: number of words in the 
phrase and the position of the word in the phrase; 
Utterance leve l: number of phrases in the utterance and the 
position of the phrase in the utterance. 

In each level, we calculate the means of syllables with the 
same condition. Finally, we experimented several methods to 
combine the results of each level in the duration prediction module. 
They are follows: 

l Method 1: Use linear regression method to get a linear 
equation to approximate the original value. 

l Method 2: Use the multiplication method of Bell Labs.’s 
syllable duration model [Shih and Sproat 1996]. There 
are two major differences between Bell Lab.’s and our 
module. First, the parameters in our module satisfy the 
hierarchical property; it means that each lower-level 
parameter is a subset of a higher-level parameter. 
Secondly, the number of parameters used in our module 
is smaller than that used in Bell Labs. System.  

l Method 3: Assume that the range of the predicted value 
of Method 1 is [a,b], and then segment it into N parts. In 
each part we find a polynomial to approximate the real 
value. 

l Method 4: Like Method 3, but this method segments the 
range from Method 2.  

l Method 5: Find a linear equation to use the predicted 
value of Method 2 to approximate real value. (second 
time approximation) 

3. PAUSE PREDICTION MODULE 

We define the pause duration ratio of pause iPS  in an 
utterance as: 
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where )( iPSPR is the pause duration ratio of the pause iPS , and 

)(⋅duration  is the absolute duration value of the corresponding 
syllable or pause (unit: ms). Syllable jS  and pause iPS  are in the 

same utterance, and there are n syllables and n-1 pauses in that 
utterance. 

According to the position where a pause occurs, we discuss 
pauses in two cases: intra word and inter word pauses. There are 
three kinds of inter-syllable connection types in Mandarin: loose 
connection, tight connection, and overlapped connection [Chen 
1995], as shown in Table 1. The loose connection indicates that 
there will be noticeable silence pause, and very few inter-syllable 
coarticulations. When the overlapped or tight connection occurs, 
the pause duration between the two syllables is zero (or very close 
to zero). For any two consecutive  syllables that are in the same 
word, we can use the last phoneme of the previous syllable and the 
first phoneme of the following syllable to decide the connection 

type between these two syllables. We use the average pause of 
these three connection types to predict intra word pauses. For inter 
word pauses, we calculate the means of pauses with the same 
previous and following word length of that pause, and use it to 
predict inter word pauses. 

4. ENERGY PREDICTION MODULE 

We count the average dB value of all sampling points in a 
syllable, and take this average value as the energy measurement 
unit since it will offer a higher degree of hearing distinction [Wei 
1997]. We define the average dB and energy ratio of syllable iS  in 
Eq. (3) and (4). And then construct the energy prediction module in 
a procedure like we did with syllable duration previously. 
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where jX  is the quantization value of sampling point of the 

syllable, and m  is the number of sampling points in the syllable. 
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where n  is the number of syllables in the utterance which the 
syllable iS  belongs to.  

5. INTONATION PREDICTION MODULE 

We use the orthogonal polynomial expansions to represent the 
pitch contour [Chen and Wang 1990]. Each pitch contour can be 
represented as a four-coefficient vector, the first coefficient is the 
mean of the pitch contour, and the other three coefficients 
represent its shape. In each level, we calculate the means of 
syllables with the same condition. Finally, we experimented linear 
regression method to combine the results of each level in the 
intonation prediction module . 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The texts in our corpus are articles adopted from daily 

newspapers. There are 11205 Chinese characters and 865 
sentences in these articles. The ratios of training data and testing 
data sizes are 84.51% (9469 Chinese characters) and 15.49% 
(1736 Chinese characters), respectively. A female speaker 
recorded the voice files. The average speaking rate is about 3 
Chinese characters per second. All data are recorded at the 
sampling rate of 12K Hz.  

Tables 2 and 3 are the RMSEs (Root Mean Square Error) of 
the predicted duration and energy of our model, respectively. In the 
duration prediction module, Method 4 (multiplication method + 
segmental adjusting) has the better accuracy both in inside and 
outside tests. In the energy prediction module, Method 1 (linear 
regression) has the better accuracy both in inside and outside tests. 
Tables 4 and 5 are the RMSEs of the predicted prosodic values of 
our model and Chen’s model [Chen, Hwang, and Wang 1998]. 
Note that the corpora of these two systems are different, and the 
speaker for Chen’s corpus is a man. They can’t be compared 
directly. But it is a good reference since most papers about 



prosody did not list their errors. In our model, the distance between 
inside and outside tests is close.  

7. SUMMARY 
In this paper we proposed a statistical prosody model with 

hierarchical structure for Mandarin Text-to-Speech system. There 
are four levels in our model: syllable level, word level, breath group 
(prosodic phrase) level, and utterance level. Here “hierarchy” 
means that each lower level is a subset of a higher level. This 
model can relieve the data sparsity problem, so the size of the 
training corpus need not be very large. Besides, smaller training 
corpus size can also save the training time and disk space. Our 
prosody generator can predict all prosody information: syllable 
duration, pause, energy and pitch contour. In the past, there are 
many papers proposed to deal with the prosody information 
generation problem, but only few papers can predict all the prosody 
information. 

 
Table 1: syllable connection types for Mandarin. 

The last phoneme of 

the previous syllable 

(S1) 

The first phoneme of 

the current syllable 

(S2) 

Connection type 

Unvoiced consonants: 

b, p, f, d, t, g, k, h, j, q, 

x, zh, ch, sh, z, c, s 

Loose connection 

Voiced consonant: 

m, n, l, r 

If S1 and S2 are in 

the same word then 

overlapped 

connection, else tight 

connection. 

zh, ch, sh, r, z, c, s, a, 

o, e, eh, ai, ei, ao, ou, 

an, en, ang, eng, er, 

yi, wu, yu 

Vowels: 

a, o, e, eh, ai, ei, ao, 

ou, an, en, ang, eng, 

er, yi wu, yu 

Overlapped 

connection 

 

Table 2: The RMSEs of the duration prediction module. (Unit: 
ms/syllable) 

 Inside Test Outside Test 

Method 1 43.52 45.74 

Method 2 42.33 44.90 

Method 3 41.25 43.89 

Method 4 40.74 43.71 

Method 5 42.05 44.54 

 

Table 3: The RMSEs of the energy prediction module. (Unit: 
dB/syllable) 

 Inside Test Outside Test 

Method 1 1.420 1.425 

Method 2 1.438 1.439 

Method 3 1.417 1.426 

Method 4 1.424 1.432 

Method 5 1.429 1.433 

 

Table 4: The RMSEs of the four predicted prosodic values in 
our model. 

 Inside Test Outside Test 

Duration 40.74ms 43.71ms 

Pause Duration 17.59ms 18.31ms 

Energy 1.42dB 1.43dB 

Pitch Contour 0.51ms 0.53ms 

 

Table 5: The RMSEs of the five predicted prosodic values of 
[Chen, Hwang, and Wang 1998]. 

 Inside Test Outside Test 

Initial 
Duration 

17.2ms 18.5ms 

Final Duration 33.3ms 36.7ms 

Pause 
Duration 

23.7ms 54.5ms 

Energy 3.39dB 4.17dB 

Pitch Contour 0.84ms/Frame 1.06ms/Frame 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of our prosody model. 


